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CED takes root in the co-operative

management of natural resources
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I
n the last two decades, a time of increasing disenchantment with govern-

ment’s ability to respond to community needs and vulnerabilities, a number

of innovative community/government partnerships have arisen to address

resource management dilemmas.

The dilemmas revolve around community frustration with inadequate and

non-sustainable resource management practices. Resource-dependent communi-

ties which have the most to lose and the least alternatives are no longer willing to

silently accept decisions made by outsiders with limited accountability to them.

The demands for participatory man-

agement structures and sustainable man-

agement practices have been

accompanied by an insistence that com-

munities which contribute to improved

management and even stewardship of re-

sources should receive some equitable

share of resource benefits. The enjoy-

ment of benefits coupled with the devel-

opment of a long-term co-management

role under sustainability guidelines has

been shown to promote and enhance

communities’ ability to plan for the wise

use and protection of natural resources.

Hence the evolution of co-management

agreements between communities and

governments has direct relevance for

community economic development

(CED).

The rights of First Nations, as well as

their particularly strong relationship with

and dependence on natural resources, are

often the catalyst for these agreements.

But aboriginal communities are not the

only examples. The principles of partici-

patory democracy, economic democracy,

and sound public policy which form the

basis for co-management agreements are

applicable to all communities.

Two contributions to this issue there-

fore describe how the special rights of

First Nations fit into complex co-manage-

ment situations involving non-aboriginal

stakeholders. The potential for co-man-

agement agreements to promote CED in

this diversity of situations is based on a

few common principles, some of which

appear in each case study:

1. Access to good data and monitoring

capacity at the community level.

2. Some degree of control over resource

protection and harvesting decisions at

the community level - leading to best

use, or wise use which balances biologi-

cal integrity, community values and

goals, and economic sustainability. Ide-

ally, it leads to a holistic watershed

approach which views forests, fish, and

wildlife as integral parts of a healthy

ecosystem, which is the basis for a

Co-management involves

enormous commitment to self-

education, communication of

basic issues to the community

at large, & working with

governments. It is, however,

a basic direction many re-

source-dependent communi-

ties feel they must take for

their very survival.
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healthy and diverse local economy.

3. A perception that the fate of the com-

munity is bound up with the fate of the

resource in the long term, i.e., a stew-

ardship ethic.

4. A willingness by the community to

assume some of the costs of manage-

ment, at least in kind, and some assur-

ance that the flow of benefits from

resources will be fairly shared with the

community.

5. The availability of some training in

administrative and management skills

at the start-up phase; access to media-

tion at the start up phase; access to

expert technical and marketing advice

in the development of new value-

added products (all these ultimately

supportable by local economic activi-

ties).

6. Access for local processing businesses

to raw resource supplies (e.g., fish,

timber) which have in the past been

fully allocated to companies external

to the community.

7. An approach to cost/benefit analysis

which includes issues of community

welfare and values, the connection be-

tween ecosystem and economic

health, and an appreciation of the link-

ages between the formal and informal

economy.

8. Access to the arena of long-term pol-

icy-making regarding regional- and

provincial-level resource use, market-

ing, and protection.

When these conditions are met, con-

flicts are reduced and positive, produc-

tive, working relationships between

government agencies and communities

can evolve. CED can occur in the form of

basic resource harvesting, jobs in secon-

dary processing/manufacturing, and jobs

in both general and more intensive forms

of management.

The trade-offs for the community are

the necessity to contribute more volun-

teer effort, attend more meetings, grap-

ple with difficult ethical and technical

issues, become informed on technical and

social issues, and generally to become re-

sponsible for achieving a community con-

sensus on basic policy directions. This

involves enormous commitment to self-

education, communication of basic issues

to the community at large, and working

with governments. It is, however, a basic

direction many resource-dependent com-

munities feel they must take for their

very survival.�
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